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GENERAL // 

1 HOUSE OF LORDS FINANCIAL SERVICES REGULATION COMMITTEE 

1.1 FCA and PRA’s secondary competitiveness and growth objective – House of Lords Financial 

Services Regulation Committee launches inquiry and call for evidence – 8 May 2024 – The 

House of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee has launched an inquiry and published a 

call for evidence regarding the secondary international competitiveness and growth objective of 

the FCA and the PRA under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2023. The inquiry is seeking 

views on the secondary objective, how it is being implemented by the regulators and integrated 

with their other objectives, and what the implementation of those objectives might mean for 

the financial services sector in the UK.  

Questions in the call for evidence include whether current accountability measures are 

adequate, and the extent to which the regulators are focused on this objective. The Committee 

encourages anyone with expertise in or experience of the matters under consideration to submit 

written evidence, and the deadline for responses is 11 July 2024. 

House of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee inquiry: FCA and PRA’s secondary 

competitiveness and growth objective 

Call for evidence   

2 HOUSE OF COMMONS TREASURY SELECT COMMITTEE 

2.1 Progress of Edinburgh Reforms – Treasury Select Committee publishes HM Treasury’s 

response to report – 26 April 2024 – The House of Commons Treasury Select Committee (the 

Committee) has published a response from HM Treasury to the Committee’s December 2023 

report entitled “Edinburgh Reforms One Year On: Has Anything Changed?”, which analysed the 

government’s progress on the Edinburgh Reforms.  

HM Treasury’s response, which takes the form of a letter from Bim Afolami, Economic Secretary 

to HM Treasury, addresses each of the Committee’s 18 conclusions. Mr Afolami disagrees with the 

Committee’s scepticism regarding whether some of the changes are likely to generate a notable 

economic benefit as well as the report’s conclusion that implementation of the reforms is moving 

too slowly. Mr Afolami does agree that “it is important that we keep up the pace of these 

reforms” and notes that “it is my absolute priority to deliver these commitments…in their 

entirety in a timely fashion”.  

Treasury Select Committee: Edinburgh Reforms One Year On: Has Anything Changed? Further 

Government Response to the Committee’s Second Report 

Press release 

https://committees.parliament.uk/work/8433/fca-and-pras-secondary-competitiveness-and-growth-objective/
https://committees.parliament.uk/work/8433/fca-and-pras-secondary-competitiveness-and-growth-objective/
https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/3415
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44446/documents/221049/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44446/documents/221049/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/158/treasury-committee/news/201075/treasury-shares-more-detailed-response-to-committee-report-on-edinburgh-reforms/
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3 BANK OF ENGLAND 

3.1 AI and financial stability – Bank of England publishes speech – 7 May 2024 - The Bank of 

England has published a speech by Jonathan Hall, external member of the Financial Policy 

committee, on how developments in AI could have a negative impact on financial stability. Mr 

Hall focused on the risks that might arise if deep neural networks become, what he called, “deep 

trading agents” which select and execute trading strategies, and he presented some possible 

mitigants.  

Speech  

4 PRUDENTIAL REGULATION AUTHORITY AND FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

4.1 UK CRR, UK EMIR and FSCS eligibility – PRA and FCA publish Occasional Consultation Paper 

(PRA CP6/24 and FCA CP24/10) – 30 April 2024 – The PRA and FCA have published an Occasional 

Consultation Paper (PRA CP6/24 and FCA CP24/10) containing amendments to the PRA Rulebook 

and the UK version of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/2251 of 4 October 2016 

(Binding Technical Standards (BTS) 2016/2251). The changes include: 

• amendments to references to Article 92b of the UK Capital Requirements Regulation 

(575/2013) (UK CRR) in the PRA Rulebook following its revocation, which became 

effective on 1 January 2024;  

• adding a new rule to the Policyholder Protection Part of the PRA Rulebook clarifying 

whether individual annuity policies issued by an insurance company on a buy-out are 

protected by the FSCS if the member no longer has their habitual residence in the UK; 

and  

• making consequential amendments to BTS 2016/2251 to reflect expected changes to the 

retained EU law version of the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (648/2012/EU) 

(UK EMIR). 

The deadline for responses is 30 May 2024 and the changes are expected to be implemented by 

the end of the year, with the exception of the changes to BTS 2016/2251 which have a proposed 

implementation date of 1 November 2024. 

PRA and FCA consultation paper: Occasional consultation paper: April 2024 (PRA CP6/24 and 

FCA CP24/10) 

FCA Webpage 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bankofengland.co.uk%2Fspeech%2F2024%2Fmay%2Fjon-hall-speech-at-the-university-of-exeter&data=05%7C02%7CLuke.Deacon%40SlaughterandMay.com%7Cd7d4990ecc64451d14c408dc702b1eb1%7C2bde20df36814b0eb7e57d6c9260dff7%7C1%7C0%7C638508577706934691%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=beHQ5hJoBQYEzB6HN8pv726FCZPTVV29uE2yL6ERdbI%3D&reserved=0
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2024/april/occasional-consultation-paper-april-2024
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2024/april/occasional-consultation-paper-april-2024
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/cp24-10-joint-pra-and-fca-consequential-amendments-bts-2016-2251
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BEYOND BREXIT // 

5 HOUSE OF LORDS INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS COMMITTEE  

5.1 Mutual recognition in financial services – House of Lords International Agreements 

Committee publishes report on UK-Switzerland agreement – 29 April 2024 – The House of Lords 

International Agreements Committee has published a report scrutinising the UK-Switzerland 

agreement on mutual recognition in financial services (the Agreement), also known as the Berne 

Financial Services Agreement, which was signed in December 2023 and laid before Parliament on 

13 March 2024. 

The Committee regards the provision for mutual recognition as “genuinely novel in its scope and 

ambition” through its use of deference arrangements, and believes that the Agreement should 

be used as an exemplar for UK relations with other jurisdictions such as the EU, the US and 

Japan. The Committee welcomes any potential expansion of the scope of the Agreement, and 

encourages scoping exercises to that end.  

The Committee confirms, on the basis of witness evidence, that affirmative instruments to 

enable the implementation of the Agreement will be tabled later in 2024, and that HM Treasury 

estimates that the Agreement will enter into force by early 2026 at the latest. HM Treasury has 

further stated that negotiation of a memorandum of understanding in contemplation under the 

Agreement on banking and resolution cooperation is to be prioritised, with a view to this being 

agreed before the Agreement is in force.  

House of Lords International Agreements Committee report: Scrutiny of international 

agreements: UK-Switzerland Agreement on the Mutual Recognition of Financial Services 

BANKING AND FINANCE // 

6 BASEL COMMITTEE ON BANKING SUPERVISION 

6.1 Core Principles for Banking Supervision – BCBS publishes revised version – 25 April 2024 – The 

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) has published a revised version of its 

core principles for effective banking supervision (Core Principles), which were last updated in 

2012. The revised Core Principles came into effect immediately, and have been incorporated 

into the consolidated Basel Framework. The revisions seek to, among other things, promote 

operational resilience and address new and emerging risks, including the digitalisation of finance 

and climate-related financial risks. 

BCBS: Core Principles for effective banking supervision 

Press release 

https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld5804/ldselect/ldintagr/103/103.pdf
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld5804/ldselect/ldintagr/103/103.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d573.pdf
https://www.bis.org/press/p240425a.htm
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6.2 Counterparty credit risk management – BCBS launches consultation on guidelines – 30  

April 2024 – The BCBS have published a consultation paper on proposed guidelines for 

counterparty credit risk (CCR) management. The guidelines are intended to replace the BCBS’ 

sound practices for banks' interactions with highly leveraged institutions, which were published 

in January 1999. They include key practices critical to resolving long-standing industry weakness 

in CCR management. The deadline for responses is 28 August 2024. 

BCBS consultative document: Guidelines for counterparty credit risk management 

Press release 

7 HOUSE OF COMMONS TREASURY SELECT COMMITTEE 

7.1 SME finance – Treasury Select Committee publishes report – 8 May 2024 – The House of 

Commons Treasury Select Committee has published a report following its inquiry into access to 

finance for SMEs. In a press release accompanying the report the Committee’s Chair, Harriett 

Baldwin MP, said that “there are some instances where banks and regulators are making a tough 

world for small businesses needlessly tougher”.  

The Committee explains that in recent years confidence among SMEs in accessing finance has 

fallen and acceptance rates for business credit have lowered significantly. These trends have 

been accompanied by increasing de-banking and ineffective recourse for bank disputes. Further 

highlights from the report include: 

• a warning that the removal of the SME supporting factor under Basel 3.1 threatens to 

undermine the UK’s SME finance market by increasing capital requirements on lenders to 

SMEs;  

• the conclusion that HM Treasury must seek rapidly to replace the Business Banking 

Resolution Service (BBRS) for SMEs with a new, independent system which meets the needs 

of those small businesses treated unfairly by their bank but which are not served by the 

Financial Ombudsman Service;  

• the Committee calls on the FCA to force banks to be more transparent about why decisions 

to de-bank are taken, and to compel banks to submit quarterly data on business account 

closures (which the FCA should then publish an aggregated form of on a periodic basis); 

and 

• HM Treasury should introduce proposed regulations on de-banking, which will provide a 

greater deal of transparency to customers who suffer from an account closure, before the 

parliamentary summer recess. 

The UK government has two months to respond to the report. 

House of Commons Treasury Select Committee: SME Finance 

Press release 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs46.htm
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d574.pdf
https://www.bis.org/press/p240430.htm
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44604/documents/221576/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/158/treasury-committee/news/201265/small-businesses-are-facing-needlessly-tougher-circumstances-due-to-actions-of-banks-and-regulators-mps-find/
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8 BANK OF ENGLAND 

8.1 Operational resilience of FMIs – Bank of England publishes speech – 30 April 2024 - The Bank of 

England (the Bank) has published a speech entitled “Building operational resilience at the heart 

of the financial system”, delivered by Sasha Mills, Executive Director, Financial Market 

Infrastructure (FMI). The speech is focused on the upcoming deadline of 31 March 2025 for FMIs 

to implement the Bank’s rules on operational resilience, following a period of transition. 

Reflecting on the preparations FMIs must make in advance of that date, Ms Mills observes that: 

• for the calibration of impact tolerances, the Bank expects to see greater engagement 

than it has seen thus far between FMIs, their participants and the wider market;  

• the approach and method FMIs use to test disruption to important business services still 

requires significant work; and 

• FMIs need to do further work to improve on the sophistication of their testing 

approaches. 

Bank of England speech: Building operational resilience at the heart of the financial system 

9 PRUDENTIAL REGULATION AUTHORITY AND FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

9.1 UK Securitisation Regulation – PRA and FCA publish policy statements (PRA PS7/24 and FCA 

PS24/4) – 30 April 2024 – The PRA and FCA have published separate policy statements (PRA 

PS7/24 and FCA PS24/4) containing new rules to replace firm-facing provisions stemming from 

the UK Securitisation Regulation, which is assimilated EU law. Under the Smart Regulatory 

Framework initiative, the Securitisation Regulations 2024 — the final version of which was 

published by HM Treasury in January 2024 — and the (draft) Securitisation (Amendment) 

Regulations 2024 will restate some provisions of the UK Securitisation Regulation in legislation, 

while other provisions in the UK Securitisation Regulation will be repealed and replaced with PRA 

or FCA rules (or fall away). 

The approach of the PRA and the FCA, validated by respondents to their consultation papers on 

this subject (PRA CP15/23 and FCA CP23/17), has been largely to preserve the relevant 

requirements of the UK Securitisation Regulation, with only targeted policy changes. Following 

feedback to these consultation papers, the implementation date of the policy statements has 

been delayed until 1 November 2024, allowing for a six-month implementation period. 

PRA policy statement: Securitisation: General requirements (PS7/24) 

FCA policy statement: Rules relating to Securitisation (PS24/4) 

10 FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

10.1 Consumer credit product sales data reporting – FCA publishes policy statement (PS24/3) – 29 

April 2024 – The FCA has published a policy statement (PS24/3) for providers of consumer credit 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/speech/2024/april/sasha-mills-speech-at-london-institute-of-banking-and-finance-securing-financial-stability
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2024/april/securitisation-policy-statement
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps24-4.pdf
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products setting out final rules and guidance for incorporating three new product sales data 

(PSD) returns into the FCA’s Supervision manual (SUP 16).The new PSD returns will require firms 

to provide detailed information on the initial sale, and ongoing performance, of individual 

agreements, enabling the FCA to better understand how firms operate and gain further insight 

into the market. 

Since consulting on these rules in September 2023 (CP23/21), the FCA has raised the threshold 

for firms to report PSD from £500,000 in outstanding balances and/or new advances to £2 

million, and has extended the implementation period. The new rules came into force on 1 May 

2024, and firms affected by the changes need to ensure they are implemented within the 

timescales as set out in Appendix 1, Handbook Text and highlighted in Chapter 3, Thresholds 

section.  

FCA policy statement: Consumer Credit – Product Sales Data Reporting (PS24/3) 

11 PAYMENT SYSTEMS REGULATOR 

11.1 Generally applicable requirements - PSR publishes statement of policy on review framework 

– 30 April 2024 – The Payment Systems Regulator (PSR) has published a statement of policy on 

how it will review any ‘generally applicable requirements’ the PSR has made further to its 

powers under the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013. ‘Generally applicable 

requirements’ refer to the PSR’s powers to issue: 

• general directions to participants in payment systems; and 

• generally imposed requirements relating to operators about system rules.  

PSR statement of policy: Our framework for reviewing generally applicable requirements 

11.2 Extensions and exemptions to specific directions – PSR launches consultation on draft 

guidance (CP24/6) – 1 May 2024 – The PSR has published a consultation paper (CP24/6) on draft 

guidance regarding how it decides whether to grant an extension or exemption to a specific 

direction or requirement, which it expects to grant ‘only in very limited circumstances’. The 

deadline for comments is 3 June 2024. 

PSR consultation paper: Securing compliance: proposed extensions and exemptions guidance 

(CP24/6) 

11.3 CHAPS APP scam reimbursement – PSR launches consultation (CP24/8) – 8 May 2024 – The 

Payment Systems Regulator (PSR) has published a consultation paper (CP24/8) on its proposal to 

direct payment service providers (PSPs) participating in CHAPS to reimburse their consumers who 

have been victims of authorised push payment (APP) scams. This direction will support the Bank 

of England’s CHAPS reimbursement rules, and mirrors the approach taken to reimbursement of 

APP victims who lose money through transactions over the Faster Payments System (aiming to 

provide a consistent outcome for victims of APP scams across CHAPS and Faster Payments).  

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps24-3.pdf
https://www.psr.org.uk/media/4piakiji/sop-review-framework-on-reviewing-generally-applicable-requirements-apr-2024.pdf
https://www.psr.org.uk/media/ahdl2vnt/cp24-6-securing-compliance-consultation-paper-may-2024.pdf
https://www.psr.org.uk/media/ahdl2vnt/cp24-6-securing-compliance-consultation-paper-may-2024.pdf
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The deadline for responses is 31 May 2024. The PSR intends to finalise and publish the direction 

in September 2024 with a go-live date of 7 October 2024, which is the go-live date for the PSR’s 

Faster Payments reimbursement policy.  

PSR consultation paper: CHAPS APP scam reimbursement requirement (CP24/8) 

Webpage 

12 FINANCIAL OMBUDSMAN SERVICE 

12.1 Motor finance commission complaints – FOS provides update – 9 May 2024 – The Financial 

Ombudsman Service (FOS) has published an update on motor finance commission complaints.  

The FOS explains that in March 2024 three court cases relating to motor finance commission 

were granted permission to go to the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal hearing has not yet 

taken place, but its decision is expected to consider how the law relating to secret and half-

disclosed commission might apply to motor finance commission payments. In April 2024, 

Clydesdale Financial Services Limited started judicial review proceedings in relation to one of 

the FOS’s decisions. The judicial review hearing has also not yet taken place. 

Given that these decisions and the judicial review are pending, the FOS states that it is unlikely 

to be able to issue final decisions on affected cases for some time. The FOS currently has around 

20,000 open complaints related to car finance commission, and will continue to accept and 

investigate complaints as far as it can. 

Press release 

SECURITIES AND MARKETS // 

13 BANK OF ENGLAND AND FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

13.1 UK EMIR reporting requirements – Bank of England and FCA publish first set of Q&As and 

launch consultation on second set – 2 May 2024 - The Bank of England (the Bank) and the FCA 

have published finalised Q&As to support implementation of the amended reporting framework 

under the retained EU law version of the European Market Infrastructure 

Regulation (648/2012/EU) (UK EMIR). The majority of the new UK EMIR reporting requirements 

will apply from 30 September 2024. The Bank and the FCA also published for consultation a 

second set of Q&As on the same subject, and the deadline for comments is 12 June 2024.  

Both sets of Q&As are intended to apply from 30 September 2024, and should be read in 

conjunction with the Bank’s and FCA’s February 2023 policy statement on changes to reporting 

requirements, procedures for data quality and registration of trade repositories under UK EMIR 

(PS23/2). 

UK EMIR Reporting Q&As (first set) 

https://www.psr.org.uk/media/u0bhtbwv/cp24-8-chaps-app-scams-reimbursement-may-2024.pdf
https://www.psr.org.uk/publications/consultations/cp248-chaps-app-scam-reimbursement-requirement/
https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/news/update-car-finance-commission-complaints
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/financial-stability/financial-market-infrastructure-supervision/uk-emir-reporting-qas-part-1.pdf
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Draft UK EMIR Reporting Q&As (second set) 

FCA webpage 

14 FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

14.1 Market abuse surveillance – FCA publishes Market Watch No. 79 – 9 May 2024 - The FCA has 

published issue 79 of Market Watch in which it discusses: 

• failures of firms’ market abuse surveillance functions (owing to reasons including faulty 

implementation and failure to ingest all the required data for successful monitoring); 

and 

• its recent peer review of firms’ testing of front-running surveillance models. 

The FCA states that firms may find its observations useful in helping reduce the risk of failures by 

improving the implementation, testing and oversight of their technical systems for market abuse 

surveillance. 

Market Watch No. 79 

ASSET MANAGEMENT // 

15 EUROPEAN SECURITIES AND MARKETS AUTHORITY 

15.1 UCITS Eligible Assets Directive – ESMA publishes call for evidence – 7 May 2024 – The European 

Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) has published a call for evidence on a review of 

the Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) Eligible Assets 

Directive (EAD) (2007/16/EC), seeking to gather information from stakeholders to assess possible 

risks and benefits of UCITS gaining exposure to various asset classes. The deadline for responses 

is 7 August 2024. 

ESMA call for evidence: review of the UCITS Eligible Assets Directive (ESMA34-1270380148-

1032) 

16 HOUSE OF LORDS FINANCIAL SERVICES REGULATION COMMITTEE  

16.1 Cost-disclosure requirements for listed investment companies – House of Lords Financial 

Services Regulation Committee publishes letter – 2 May 2024 - The House of Lords Financial 

Services Regulation Committee has published a letter (dated 30 April 2024) on the FCA’s cost 

disclosure requirements for listed investment companies. 

The Committee explains that the cost disclosure regime that applies to investment trusts in the 

UK has been a cause for concern in the industry for some time, with the issue founded on the 

interpretation of the EU-retained Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) 

(2014/65/EU) and packaged retail investment and insurance products (PRIIPs) 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/financial-stability/financial-market-infrastructure-supervision/draft-emir-qas-for-consultation-part-2.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/financial-stability/financial-market-infrastructure-supervision/draft-emir-qas-for-consultation-part-2.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/consultation-papers/changes-uk-emir-reporting-requirements-draft-questions-answers
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/newsletters/market-watch-79
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/2024-05/ESMA34-1270380148-1032_Call_for_Evidence_on_the_UCITS_EAD_Review.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/2024-05/ESMA34-1270380148-1032_Call_for_Evidence_on_the_UCITS_EAD_Review.pdf
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Regulation (1286/2014/EU). Currently, UK application of retained EU law requires investment 

trusts to report costs in the same format as unlisted open-ended funds. Key issues stemming 

from the “UK’s unique interpretation” include reduced investment in SMEs by investment trusts, 

depriving consumers and pension funds of investment opportunities in the real economy, and 

reputational damage to UK markets and regulation. The letter includes seven questions 

requesting information from the FCA on this topic by 7 May 2024. 

House of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee letter 

17 HM TREASURY AND FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

17.1 Overseas Funds Regime – HM Treasury and FCA publish implementation roadmap – 1 May 2024 

– HM Treasury and the FCA have published a roadmap to implementing the Overseas Funds 

Regime (OFR), setting out a timeline and next steps following the government’s announcement 

in January 2024: 

• that it had found the EEA states equivalent under the OFR in relation to funds 

authorised under the Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable 

Securities (UCITS) Directive (2009/65/EC), with the exception of money-market funds; 

and 

• its intention to extend the existing Temporary Marketing Permissions Regime (TMPR), 

meaning that funds recognised under the TMPR can continue to be marketed to UK retail 

customers until the end of 2026 (subject to the commencement of the necessary 

legislation). 

The roadmap confirms that the government intends to lay legislation to enact this equivalence 

decision and extend the TMPR in Q2 2024. The FCA has also published a webpage containing 

information about how operators of EEA UCITS can apply to become recognised under the OFR. 

The FCA intends to open the gateway to new schemes (i.e., not those in the TMPR) in September 

2024. For schemes in the TMPR, the landing slots are likely to start in October 2024. 

HM Treasury and FCA: A roadmap to implementing the Overseas Funds Regime 

FCA webpage 

INSURANCE // 

18 EUROPEAN INSURANCE AND OCCUPATIONAL PENSIONS AUTHORITY 

18.1 Digitalisation in the insurance market – EIOPA publishes report – 30 April 2024 – The European 

Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) has published a report on the 

digitalisation of the European insurance sector. Key findings include: 

https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44522/documents/221507/default/
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/corporate/roadmap-to-implementing-overseas-funds-regime.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/overseas-funds-regime-update-firms
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• most insurers have active commercial relationships with BigTech firms, with nearly 80% of 

the respondents using BigTech companies for cloud storage services; and 

• AI is used by 50% of the respondents in non-life insurance and 24% in life insurance, with 

EIOPA expecting that the use of AI will considerably increase in the years to come. 

EIOPA report: the Digitalisation of the European Insurance Sector (EIOPA-BoS-24/139) 

19 UK GOVERNMENT 

19.1 The Insurance and Reinsurance Undertakings (Prudential Requirements) (Transitional 

Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Regulations 2024 - SI made – 3 May 2024 – The 

Insurance and Reinsurance Undertakings (Prudential Requirements) (Transitional Provisions and 

Consequential Amendments) Regulations 2024 (SI 2024/594) (the Transitional Regulations) have 

been published with an explanatory memorandum. 

The Insurance and Reinsurance Undertakings (Prudential Requirements) Regulations 2023 

(SI 2023/1347) were made in December 2023 and set out a series of reforms to the functioning of 

the matching adjustment, widening the number of assets eligible for inclusion in matching 

adjustment portfolios. This will allow insurance firms to invest in a wider range of assets from 30 

June 2024. Of particular note, the transitional provisions in the Transitional Regulations ensure 

that on 30 June 2024, matching adjustment approvals in force immediately before 30 June 2024 

— which are granted by the PRA under assimilated EU law in regulation 42 of the Solvency 2 

Regulations 2015 (SI 2015/757) — remain valid.  

The Transitional Regulations were made on 1 May 2024 and will come into force on 30 June 2024. 

The Insurance and Reinsurance Undertakings (Prudential Requirements) (Transitional 

Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Regulations 2024 (SI 2024/594) 

Explanatory memorandum 

20 HM TREASURY 

20.1 The Financial Services and Markets Act 2023 (Commencement No. 6) Regulations 2024 – SI 

made – 9 May 2024 – The Financial Services and Markets Act 2023 (Commencement No. 6) 

Regulations 2024 (SI 2024/620) (the Regulations) have been published and were made on 9 May 

2024. The Regulations bring into force on 31 December 2024 various provisions made under 

the Financial Services and Markets Act 2023 which in turn revoke specified EU assimilated law. 

This includes the Solvency 2 Regulations (SI 2015/575), the Solvency 2 and Insurance 

(Amendment, etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 (SI 2019/407), and EU tertiary legislation made 

under the Solvency II Directive (20019/138/EC). 

The Financial Services and Markets Act 2023 (Commencement No. 6) Regulations 2024 (SI 

2024/620) 

https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/document/download/6ca9e171-42b9-44d7-a2e6-beaf0134ecb8_en?filename=Report%20on%20the%20digitalisation%20of%20the%20European%20insurance%20sector.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2024/594/pdfs/uksi_20240594_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2024/594/pdfs/uksi_20240594_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2024/594/pdfs/uksiem_20240594_en_001.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2024/620/pdfs/uksi_20240620_en.pdf
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2024/620/pdfs/uksi_20240620_en.pdf
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FINANCIAL CRIME // 

21 EUROPEAN BANKING AUTHORITY 

21.1 New types of payment fraud and possible mitigations – EBA publishes opinion – 29 April 2024 – 

The European Banking Authority (EBA) has published an opinion on new patterns and types of 

payment fraud based on recent data, setting out proposals to mitigate them. The opinion aims to 

strengthen the forthcoming legislative framework under the third Payment Services Directive 

(PSD 3) (2023/0209(COD)) and Payment Services Regulation (2023/0210(COD)) by proposing new 

security measures.  

EBA opinion on new types of payment fraud and possible mitigants (EBA-Op/2024/01) 

Press release 

22 OFFICE OF FINANCIAL SANCTIONS IMPLEMENTATION 

22.1 UK financial sanctions - OFSI launches FAQs – 1 May 2024 – The Office of Financial Sanctions 

Implementation (OFSI) has introduced FAQs designed to offer easily accessible responses to 

commonplace compliance questions for those navigating UK financial sanctions. OFSI strongly 

recommends reviewing the FAQs in conjunction with its existing guidance and legislation, which 

take precedence over the FAQs themselves. OFSI notes that it does not generally accept 

individual requests for new FAQs, but will look to publish FAQs when they would benefit a 

significant portion of industry or the public. Occasionally, OFSI may withdraw FAQs at its 

discretion.  

UK Financial Sanctions FAQs 

Press release 

23 FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY 

23.1 UK financial sanctions – FCA consults on changes to Financial Crime Guide (CP24/9) – 25 April 

2024 – The FCA has published a consultation paper on proposed amendments to its Financial 

Crime Guide (FCG). The most notable, and extensive, updates are those to Chapter 7 covering 

financial sanctions. Following Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine in 2022, the FCA has conducted 

a substantial programme of work assessing firms’ sanctions systems and controls, and proposals 

coming out of this workstream include: 

• reporting requirements that the FCA has introduced for firms to report sanctions 

breaches or if a firm is directly or indirectly subject to any financial sanctions; 

• governance arrangements to oversee sanctions systems and controls, including senior 

management accountability and oversight of outsourced functions;  

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/files/2024-04/363649ff-27b4-4210-95a6-0a87c9e21272/Opinion%20on%20new%20types%20of%20payment%20fraud%20and%20possible%20mitigations.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/publications-and-media/press-releases/eba-has-identified-new-types-payment-fraud-and-proposes-measures-mitigate-underlying-risks-and
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-financial-sanctions-faqs/uk-financial-sanctions-faqs
https://ofsi.blog.gov.uk/2024/05/01/ofsi-launch-faqs/
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• providing more examples of the FCA’s expectations and of good and bad practice when 

using screening tools to identify potential sanctions issues; and 

• new guidance on the FCA’s expectations of how firms identify, assess and report potential 

sanctions breaches. 

Beyond financial sanctions, further updates to the FCG relate to proliferation financing, 

transaction monitoring and cryptoasset businesses. The deadline for comments is 27 June 2024. 

FCA consultation paper: Financial Crime Guide Updates (CP24/9) 

24 JOINT MONEY LAUNDERING STEERING GROUP 

24.1 AML/CTF guidance on wholesale markets – JMLSG launches consultation on revisions – 29 

April 2024 – The Joint Money Laundering Steering Group (JMLSG) is consulting on revisions to 

chapter 18 on wholesale markets in Part II of its anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist 

financing (AML/CTF) guidance for the financial services sector. The proposed revisions relate to 

customer due diligence and wholesale subscription finance in private capital funds. 

The deadline for responses is 1 July 2024. 

JMLSG consultation on Part II Sector 18 (Wholesale markets) 

ENFORCEMENT //  

25 HOUSE OF LORDS FINANCIAL SERVICES REGULATION COMMITTEE 

25.1 FCA’s new approach to publicising enforcement investigations (CP24/2) – House of Lords 

Financial Services Regulation Committee launches inquiry and call for evidence – 9 May 2024 – 

The House of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee (the Committee) has launched an 

inquiry into the FCA’s proposed changes to publicising enforcement investigations, announced in 

an FCA consultation paper published in February 2024 (CP24/2). This inquiry follows a series of 

correspondence between the FCA and the Committee, reported on further below. 

The deadline for responses is 4 June 2024, and the Committee notes that it cannot accept 

submissions that have been published elsewhere.  

Call for evidence 

Press release 

26 OFFICE OF FINANCIAL SANCTIONS IMPLEMENTATION 

26.1 UK financial sanctions – OFSI publishes updated guidance on enforcement and monetary 

penalties – 2 May 2024 – The Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation (OFSI) has published 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp24-9.pdf
https://www.jmlsg.org.uk/consultations/consultation-april-2024-part-ii-sector-18-wholesale-markets/
https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/3416
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/697/financial-services-regulation-committee/news/201299/committee-examining-fca-consultation-cp242-on-publicising-enforcement-investigations/
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updated guidance on financial sanctions enforcement and monetary penalties. This updated 

version of guidance will be applied by OFSI to cases moving forward. 

The guidance now better explains how OFSI will apply ‘case factors’, the factors OFSI uses to 

assess suspect breaches of financial sanctions. It further introduces two new distinct case 

factors, “Intent, knowledge, reasonable cause to suspect” and “Cooperation”, that were 

previously included more generally in the guidance.  

OFSI guidance: Financial sanctions enforcement and monetary penalties guidance 

27 FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY  

27.1 FCA’s new approach to publicising enforcement investigations (CP24/2) – FCA responds to 

concerns of House of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee – 25 April 2024 and 8 May 

2024 – The FCA has published a series of correspondence addressing concerns raised by the House 

of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee (the Committee) regarding the FCA’s proposed 

changes to publicising enforcement investigations, announced in an FCA consultation paper 

published in February 2024 (CP24/2). Points of particular interest from these letters are as 

follows.  

In its letter dated 24 April 2024 the FCA justifies its proposals by noting that, in 2022, the House 

of Commons Public Accounts Committee enjoined the FCA to look into whether it would be an 

option to publish lists of those under investigation. This letter further appends a non-exhaustive 

list of UK authorities that do make disclosures about the opening of an investigation (including 

OFCOM and the CMA) alongside information about international comparators. 

In its letter dated 7 May 2024, signed by Therese Chambers and Steve Smart, the FCA states that 

it will consider all the relevant facts and circumstances in deciding whether to announce an 

investigation and name the subject, and this “would include the potentially disproportionate 

impact on subjects of the investigation”. The letter provides further detail on why it may be in 

the public interest to name firms in “a factual and measured way”.  

Finally, in a letter dated 7 May 2024 from Nikhil Rathi, Chief Executive of the FCA, Mr Rathi 

observes that the consultation has provoked “lively debate” and that the industry view “records 

generally strong opposition to what we are proposing”, while consumer groups and groups 

representing retail investors have tended to view the proposals “significantly more positively, 

with some calling for the FCA to go further”. Mr Rathi states that the FCA remains “open-

minded on ideas as to how to address the issues we have identified”, and will take several 

months to consider the feedback carefully and engage further with stakeholders. 

FCA letter: RE: Consultation Paper CP24/2: Our Enforcement Guide and publicising 

enforcement investigations – a new approach (25 April 2024) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-sanctions-enforcement-and-monetary-penalties-guidance/financial-sanctions-enforcement-and-monetary-penalties-guidance#case-assessment
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/correspondence/fca-response-lfsrc-april-24.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/correspondence/fca-response-lfsrc-april-24.pdf
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House of Lords Financial Services Regulation Committee letter: Consultation Paper CP24/2: 

Our Enforcement Guide and publicising enforcement Investigations – a new approach (1 May 

2024) 

FCA letter: RE: Consultation Paper CP24/2: Our Enforcement Guide and publicising 

enforcement Investigations – a new approach (7 May 2024) 

FCA letter to Dame Harriet Baldwin, Chair of House of Lords Financial Services Regulation 

Committee letter (7 May 2024) 

27.2 Financial promotions – FCA publishes quarterly data – 26 April 2024 - The FCA has 

published quarterly data generated between 1 January 2024 and 31 March 2024 from actions it 

has taken in respect of breaches of the financial promotion rules by both authorised and 

unauthorised firms. The FCA’s interventions in Q1 2024 resulted in 2,211 promotions being 

amended or withdrawn by authorised firms, and the FCA issued 597 alerts on unauthorised firms 

and individuals. Notably, the FCA proactively reviewed the marketing and promotions of claims 

management companies (CMCs) for housing disrepair scams following an increase CMCs 

undertaking lead generation or offering their services in this area.  

Financial promotions quarterly data 2024 Q1 

 

 

https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44665/documents/221906/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44665/documents/221906/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44665/documents/221906/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44666/documents/221907/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44666/documents/221907/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44667/documents/221908/default/
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/44667/documents/221908/default/
https://www.fca.org.uk/data/financial-promotions-quarterly-data-2024-q1
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This Bulletin is prepared by the Financial Regulation Group of Slaughter and May in London.  

The Group comprises a team of lawyers with expertise and experience across all sectors in which financial 

institutions operate. 

We advise on regulatory issues affecting firms across the financial services sector, including banks, investment 

firms, insurers and reinsurers, brokers, asset managers and funds, non-bank lenders, payment service providers, 

e-money issuers, exchanges and clearing systems. We also advise non-regulated businesses involved in financial 

regulatory matters. In addition, our leading financial regulatory investigations practice is regularly instructed by 

financial institutions requiring specialist knowledge of financial services regulation together with experience in 

high profile and complex investigations and contentious regulatory matters. 

Most of the projects that we advise on have an extensive international or cross-border element.  

We work in seamless integrated teams with leading independent law firms which offer many of  

the most highly regarded financial institutions lawyers in Europe, the US and Asia, as well as strong and 

constructive relationships with local regulators. 

Our Financial Regulation Group also produces occasional briefing papers and other client publications. The five 

most recent issues of this Bulletin and our most recent briefing papers  

and client publications appear on the Slaughter and May website here. 

If you would like to find out more about our Financial Regulation Group or require advice on a financial 

regulation matter, please contact one of the following or your usual Slaughter and May contact: 

Jan Putnis jan.putnis@slaughterandmay.com 

Nick Bonsall nick.bonsall@slaughterandmay.com 

David Shone david.shone@slaughterandmay.com 

Kristina Locmele kristina.locmele@slaughterandmay.com 

Sabine Dittrich sabine.dittrich@slaughterandmay.com 

http://www.slaughterandmay.com/what-we-do/publications-and-seminars/publication-search-results.aspx?area=3413&type=217
mailto:jan.putnis@slaughterandmay.com
mailto:nick.bonsall@slaughterandmay.com
mailto:kristina.locmele@slaughterandmay.com
mailto:kristina.locmele@slaughterandmay.com
mailto:sabine.dittrich@slaughterandmay.com

